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RECOMMENDATIONS
&
REFERRALS

These recommendations were given to Mr. Apsan on various
occasions

From the Brazilian Consulate
“Mr. Apsan is the most well known attorney in the Brazilian community. He has faithfully, for more
than 20 years, assisted untold numbers of Brazilian individuals and businesses to resolve
immigration and business matters. His reputation in the community reaches the highest
professional and ethical standards…”
Dario Campos
Vice-Consul of Brazil in New York

From SIC Portuguese Television
“During the past eight years he (Mr. Apsan) has assisted us in obtaining visas for our employees.
These visas include I (foreign correspondent), H1-b (professional work visas), O and P (entertainers),
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and Lawful Permanent Residency for our staff and executives.
His law team takes care of every aspect of the case, making our part of the process very easy”
Carlos Brito, Director
SIC Portuguese Television

From Fellow Attorneys
I have worked for the lawyer (Moses Apsan) and learned a lot about immigration and the business of
firm ownership. I refer clients to him all the time and they all have been happy with the services he
and his staff provide.
Tonisha Gilliard
Attorney At Law
I endorse this lawyer. He is very experienced and extremely hard working attorney. He is thoughtful
to those whom he provides his services and gets results. I would certainly recommend him for any
immigration matter.
Filipe Pedroso
Bankruptcy Attorney
I have known Moses for 30 years and thoroughly endorse this exceptional lawyer. From the day we
started law school together I knew that Moses was not only an extraordinary person but was
destined to be a great lawyer. He has most certainly achieved even more than I could have ever
imagined. If your legal needs are being handled by Moses, you are in the best hands.
Stephanie Gelber
Defective Product Attorney
Mr. Apsan is a person I trust wholeheartedly to handle the cases I don't handle, specifically any
immigration court case, including deportation defense, and I am happy to refer those cases to him so
he can best represent the client's interests.
Steve Maggi
Immigration Attorney
I endorse this lawyer. I have known Mr. Apsan professionally for over 25 years. Moses is
exceptionally knowledgeable in the field of immigration and naturalization. He is a lawyer who uses
his expertise, gets personally involved in, and truly cares about his client's cases, thereby
maximizing the possibilities for achieving positive results.
Raymond P D'Uva
Immigration Attorney
Moses Apsan is not merely a foundation in the community which he serves; he is a very experienced,
solid attorney who understands how to meet the needs of people from all over the world, from skilled
laborers to newly arrived relatives of Americans. Moses has the respect of so many that he has
helped because he knows their languages, and by that I do not just mean that he speaks other
dialects. He communicates directly and effectively about the law with his clients, in a way that they
comprehend.
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Harlan York, Immigration Attorney

From a Civil Engineering Firm
"Best Lawyer for Business Immigration Cases"
Mr. Apsan has provided our company legal assistance on immigration matters for over 10 years.
During this time he has obtained H-1B visas for numerous civil engineers as well as permanent
residency for several employees. I recommend Mr. Apsan for anyone needing expert immigration
assistance.
Grace Theodor
Minosis, Inc.

From Clients
Without a doubt...
I've come to Moses Apsan to take care of a very sensitive immigration case for my wife 3 years ago
and again last year for a Bankruptcy. After looking around for an attorney the first time around, one
of my friends who had used his services previously recommended Moses Apsan and it turned out to
be the best decision I made. I left the first consultation very informed about what my options were
and exactly what needed to be done. The staff was very friendly, informative, and helped me get
through each step of the case without causing me any burden. I would most definitely recommend
Moses Apsan for any immigration and/or financial assistance.
Isabel Leitão
Exlente Advogado. E eu que o diga. Que Deus muitos anos de vida para ajudar a nossa comunidade e
não só. Beijinhos Doutor Apsan. E á sua equipa.
Monik Silva
Muito bom e o meu advogado.
Maria Vieira
Sim e um grande ADVOGADO
Isabel Leitão
Eu lhe fico eternamente agradecida por ser o Senhor. Doutor. Moisés Apsam atratar do meu caso de
Imigração. (A minha legalização) tudo de bom para o Senhor beijinhos o senhor é o melhor. Maria
Isabel Brás Leitão
Vera Thedford
Pessoa Maravilhosa. Dr. Moises Apsan!!
Eduardo Claudia Rocha Nogueira
Tiro o chapéu para Dr Moises Apsan , ótimo advogado!
Maria French
Eu e meu esposo o Richard French te admiramos muito pela sua competência Dr Moises Apsan.
Rosana Silva Ramos
dr Moises me deu o melhor sugestao sobre imigração. Ele Honesto e competente.
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Vera Thedford
Otimo profissional Dr Moises Apsan!!
Nilza Mele
Eu ganhei o perdao com ajuda do sr Moises , fiquei de catigo no Brasil por 3 anos, mas hoje estou de
volta e legal!
Helena Grossberg
Awesome, very friendly, very responsive, and extremely knowledgeable!
Andrew Bersin
As an attorney and former prosecutor I can tell you that Moses is the most knowledgeable and
honest immigration attorney out there. He is also a great guy!! i trust him on all immigration matters
and rely on him to give me the info I need
Vera Reis
Dr Moses Apsan is an excellent lawyer, established in our community there almost three decades,
speaks several languages and personalized service. We have many great references, because it
really is a serious and competent professional to defend our rights.
Jack De Lette
Moses Apsan has been my personal attorney since he graduated from law school 30 years ago. He is
the best! Always prepared, hard working, 100% honest & correct.
Dr. O Crespo
Mr. Apsan is a competent, objective, and effective immigration lawyer who has a monumental track
record of serving the immigrant community. I have personally experienced his competency and
successful interventions with the immigration department. Therefore, I award him five stars and
highly recommend him for complex and simple immigration cases
CM MOTO
My experience with Mr Moises was the best, he was always honest in his answers, I remember
calling him after regular work hours and he was always ready to help. .would I recommend him
...you bet I would...
He is a 5 star lawyer.
Jon Orgera
A coworker of mine spoke very highly of the Apsan Law Office when handling their case. Based on
the feedback I was given by my coworker I decided to contact Moses Apsan. I have to admit the
service I received from Mr. Apsan went above my expectations. He was courteous, professional,
experienced. Great experience all around.
Jessica S
Best attorney ever. He did more than 3 immigration cases for my family and we couldn't thank him
enough for all the hard work and dedication he has with his clients. Highly recommended!!
Limco Logistics Inc
I had a great experience with Apsan Law Offices, LLC. Moses Apsan is one of the best New Jersey
immigration lawyer. He handled my very difficult immigration case. He is very knowledgeable &
very friendly. I always recommend him to all my contacts.
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Luis Pires
Apsan is a distinguished attorney well know and respected within the Portuguese and Brazilian
communities in New Jersey and New York. Moses personality and professionalism are indisputed.
His acknowledgement in practice is above normal and his kindness and filantropisn are well
appreciated by the community.
Keep the good work Moses.
Marcio Pacheco
Moses has been my lawyer for over 25 years and has handled both my green card and citizenship
processes. I could not thank him enough for his help and guidance. His team is super experienced
and professional and the whole process was very easy, transparent and effective. Moses is always
very honest and upfront about how the whole thing is going to evolve and was there to hold my hand
the entire time. I recommend Moses for any immigration related matters as someone who gets
results and cares for his clients. Awesome job!
EM Citrone
Mr. Apsan's expertise in immigration is outstanding. He is a very compassionate and personable
attorney who has taken the time to meet with family members, as well as, patiently and thoroughly
explain legal processes and options. He has been my attorney of choice for years. He has helped in a
broad range of sensitive and complicated situations. Just recently I needed guidance regarding a
minor; he promptly returned my call and was able to provide me with required documents by day's
end! Thank you Mr. Apsan!
Max Basch
Probably one of the best lawyers you will ever meet.
First I had a case with a friend who was in a divorce and she needed a lawyer to negotiate a
separation of goods agreement, and Mr. Apsan came in with flying colors. My friend could not rave
more about an attorney.
Than my cousin had an immigration visa issue and Mr Apsan solved all the problems in two weeks,
and now my cousin is here happy and working ever since.
Than myself, I had an employment issue and I asked Mr. Apsan for help. Without charging me
anything he did a research on the employment attorneys, selected the best ones and send me the
list. I used one of them and I cannot be be happier. This is integrity, competence and compassion.
The best ever.
Michael Orgera
Moses Apsan, Esq. first gave me legal advice in April 2000 - and continues to do so to this day. He is
a unique type of advocate and adviser for his clients; one who will take the time to listen to you, and
his duty of care and loyalty is paramount. Importantly, Mr. Apsan has decades of experience and
success in his legal practice. He is extremely knowledgeable in many areas of the law, and can
produce desirable outcomes for his clients. I highly recommend consulting with him for matters that
are vital to you and your family - for you will be treated with respect, and gain not only an effective
lawyer, but also an adviser that you can confidently trust and rely on for life.
Janet Arcediano
The best lawyer around! I have a lot of friends and family that live in the Dominican Republic and
would like to come to the states - Mr. Apsan helped many of them! Also, I had a friend that recently
was going through a divorce. Mr. Apsan did her case efficiently and quickly! He is honest, kind, and
will do all in his power to help his clients.
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